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1. Abstract
The costs for pseudo-pilots for real-time simulations are an important factor of the simulation
budget. Automation with speech recognition could help by reducing these costs. The aim of
this study was to examine such systems under conditions akin to the EEC real-time
simulations.
Using this innovative technique in other operational ATC domains could give an important
advantage for their development. For example, the planned ATC - aircraft data link could
profit from speech input, flight-plan data input could be realised directly by a dialogue
between the flight-plan processor system and the operator - or even directly by the requesting
pilot. Further aspects are possible.
The described comparative trials with three off-the-shelf recognizer systems were conducted
with speech recordings made during live EEC real-time simulations. These ‘spontaneous’
speech recordings were nearly the ‘worst case’ for the recognizers and therefore results
similar to those reported by manufacturers could not be found. Systems for ATC students,
respecting ICAO phraseology (in detail), are available from industry. In conclusion,
recognizer systems are not yet able to perform the requested high quality with live controller
speech, respecting ICAO phraseology only partly, and including live speaking errors (e.g.
reception, hesitation, ...). The recognizer system based on stochastic word sequence
distribution (some kind of grammar) showed the best performance of the tested recognizer
concepts. An application including ‘stochastic’ recognition and exploiting simulation context
knowledge could lead to requested high recognition quality.

2. Minimum requirements for the recognizer
Three recognizer systems, all based on ‘Hidden Markov Modelling’ (HMM) were selected for
the trials. The participating systems were selected by reference to the following minimum
requirements:

• Speaker independent.
• Midrange vocabulary (up to 500 words).
• Vocabulary may be defined and created by the user.*
• Standard telecommunication systems voice frequency range.
• Input - device (microphone) independent.

* For the vocabulary generation condition a manufacture’s statement, that future
release would incorporate this option was accepted.

3. Concepts of recognizer systems
All three systems were purchased by the EEC. The releases used (or beta updates) were dated
April to September 1997.
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• Recognizer “A” Hardware oriented - based on a special DSP (Digital
 Signal Processor) board as an add-on for a host PC with the
possibility of grammar in tree structure (grammar in beta
version).

 

• Recognizer “B” Software only solution with the possibility of grammar in
  tree structure.
 

• Recognizer “C” Software only solution with a stochastic grammar.

3.1 Recognizer “A”

• Special hardware board with own CPU (Motorola DSP96000) speed: 200 MOPS
(Mega Operations per Second), 60 MFLOPS (Mega Floating point Operations per
Second), memory: 4 Mbytes of fast SRAM, 16 bit ISA-bus, PCM-bus (Pulse Code
Modulation) for digital speech input.

• Speech start and end detected by the system.
• Software in form of C++ library functions for the API (Application Program

Interface - about 20 functions).
• Special ‘off-line’ program LSD (Lexicon Development System) for the creation of

the used words and their grammar.
• Recognizer program and lexicon are ‘downloaded’ to the hardware board at start-

up; running independently of the host PC.
• Speech input via ‘Dialogic’ board (analogue-digital conversion).
• No specific minimum request for the host PC.

Remarks:
For the tests the Dialogic D/41 ESC (see 4.1) board was connected via a SC-bus to the
hardware board of system “A”.
System “A’s” grammar is designed for use in a dialogue between a human and a speech
computer. In such a case the active grammar structure is dependant upon progress of the
programmed dialogues. In the ATC language context ‘all’ possible speech structures have to
be active for an input at any time. Therefore it was not possible to use grammar with this
recognizer (ATC syntax too complex). A co-ordination with the factory confirmed this to be
the case. It was therefore decided to test this system without grammar feature.
The PTT (Push To Talk) switch was used to start a recognition process, speech end was
detected by the system (parameter). No new recognition process may be started before results
are available. Several possible results are available for each spoken message, including
probability information.
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3.2 Recognizer “B”

• Software in form of C++ library functions for the API (Application Program
Interface - about 100 functions).

• Special ‘off-line’ program ACD (Application Context Development) for the
creation of the used words and their grammar.

• Possibility of defining start and end of speech input.
• Speech input via ‘Sound Blaster’ board (analogue-digital conversion) and ISA-bus.
• Minimum hardware requirements for the PC: processor Intel 80486DX (66MHz),

16 Mbytes of memory, MS Windows compatible sound board.

Remarks:
The ACD tool permits the development of recursive utterance structures with a high degree of
complexity. A context allowing one or two instructions in the same utterance was
implemented (compile time with one instruction per utterance about 5 minutes – with two
instructions about 25 minutes). Two different ways to give a word its phonetic translation are
possible:

• Training of words: where a speaker has to repeat the word three times (the
recognition is then no more speaker independent).

• Converting the written word automatically into its phonetic expression (in this case
exceptions may be specified).

Recognizer input was framed by the recorded PTT switch signal. Several possible result are
available for each spoken utterance including probability information.

3.3 Recognizer “C”

• Software in form of executable file (“black box system”).
• Lexicon (specification see appendix A) generated by the manufacturer.
• Speech input via ‘Dialogic’ board (analogue-digital conversion) and ISA-bus.
• Speech end detected by ‘Dialogic’ board.
• Specific minimum hardware requirements: Pentium-Pro, 200 MHz clock, 32

Mbytes memory (16 Mb per recognizer channel), Windows NT 4 operating system.
• Training of the system required for the generation of a stochastic language model.
• Strongly dialogue oriented system with the possibility of programming recognizer

reactions in form of spoken answers/requests and/or computer instructions for a
connected telephone system.
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Remarks:
No specified grammar rules, stochastic word probability defined during the training of the
system. The system was trained with ten hours of recordings. Dialogue capabilities inhibited.
No PTT switch information was used. Recognizer results displayed and recorded with
matching probability information.

Since January 1998 this ‘black box system’ has been available in form of C++ library
functions to program specific applications, including the beta version for a lexicon
development system.

4. Test environment

4.1 Testbed hardware equipment
For testing a standard PC, with Pentium II processor , clock frequency 266 MHz, 128 Mbytes
of memory with the Microsoft Windows NT version 4.0 operating system, were used. The
system was equipped with a ‘Sound-Blaster’ card from Creative Labs and a ‘Dialogic’
telephone interface board D/41ESC. These cards are used by the different recognizer systems
as analogue-digital converter for their speech input data. A sampling rate of 8 kHz, mono
with 16 bits per sample, were selected for both.

As speech source a standard stereo DAT recorder (Digital Audio Tape) with 32kHz sample
rate, frequency response 2 - 14500 Hz (±0.5db) and a total harmonic distortion of 0.08%
(1kHz) was used. One channel was reserved for the speech signal and the other for the signal
of the speech framing PTT (Push To Talk) switch signal. The recorder’s output was guided
via a special interface STIF (see EEC note 25/96) to the analogue line input of the ‘Sound
Blaster’ card or in the case of the Dialogic board to the input of an analogue telephone line
emulation device (Prompt-Master from Dialogic). The PTT signal was generated by the STIF
(following the second DAT channel) and plugged to a serial port on the PC.

voice signal
(analogue)

analogue outputs:
channel 1: voice signal;
channel 2: PTT-switch

Digital Audio
Tape (DAT)

STIF
(Interface)

Recognizer
System (PC)

Serial
Port

Sound Blaster
Board

DIALOGIC
Board

PTT-switch (digital)

DIALOGIC
telephone line

emulator

Test architecture

Hardware
System “A”
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4.2 Recorded speech data
During the 3rd continental real-time simulation S08 ATN-RVSM (20/1/97 - 14/2/97) 50
exercises were recorded. One controller per exercise, from the sector Söllingen (German),
Geneva (Swiss) or Zürich (Swiss), were recorded. The controllers were informed of the
recordings. The controller’s of the Geneva sector alone were requested to speak mainly in
English. In general, the last hour of a simulation (duration approximately 1.5 hours) were
recorded.

Subsequent digital treatment reduced pauses between controller messages to about 10
seconds.

The following table shows the mean number of messages spoken per hour. Both Swiss sectors
show almost the same figures. These results indicates the same area structure for Zürich and
Geneva (horizontal and vertical - from an important airport - traffic). The Söllingen sector has
no important airport.

Söllingen Geneva Zürich
number of messages/hour 181.1 216.7 216.9

Söllingen Geneva Zürich
160

170

180

190

200

210

220

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

Number of utterances / hour

From 50 recordings 24 recordings have been selected for the experiments. The recordings
were selected to obtain a maximum of different speakers with the most utterances conforming
to ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organisation) recommendations (see 4.3.1 structure of
the controller’s utterance).

exercise done by Söllingen Geneva Zürich
males 13 2 1

females 0 1 7
total 13 3 8
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exercise time (min) Söllingen Geneva Zürich
male 742 106 63

female 0 59 408
total 742 165 471

Number of Exercises done by

0

2
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6
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14

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

males

females

  

Exercise times (min) done by

0

200

400

600

800

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

male

female

4.2.1 Controllers recorded
The controllers originated from two European countries. The controllers of the Söllingen
sector were from the DFS (Deutsche Flug-Sicherung) organisation of the ATC (Air Traffic
Control) Centre in Karlsruhe (Germany). Their mother tongue was German. Zürich sector
controllers’ were from Radio Swiss ATC Centre Zürich (Swiss). Their native languages were
Swiss/German and English. Geneva controllers’ were from Radio Swiss ATC Centre Geneva
(Swiss). Their native language was French. The professional experience of the controllers was
at least 2 years (after ATC validation for the recorded sector), the mean was over 10 years.

different speakers Söllingen Geneva Zürich
males 4 2 1

females 0 1 4
total 4 3 5

Speaker’s sex

0

1

2

3

4

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

males

females
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4.3 Vocabulary definition
When the project was commenced, the recognition system “C” didn’t have a built in
possibility to generate the vocabulary (vocabulary generated by the manufacturer). For this
reason the EEC specified a vocabulary (see appendix ‘A’) accordance with ICAO
recommendations. It was well known, that this vocabulary will not include all spoken words
used during the simulations. Therefore the compiled vocabulary for both of the other systems
include only the words mentioned.

It is clear that the use of words, not included in the vocabulary, would cause difficulties in
recognition. The aim of this experiment was not to prove performance under ideal conditions,
but to show the behaviour of the systems in a live simulation environment.

Nbr of words spoken Söllingen Geneva Zürich total
from appendix A 19690 5572 17710 42972
others (unknown) 1898 1404 2095 5397

total 21588 6976 19805 48369
% of unknown words 8,8 20,1 10,6 11,2

Spoken words

0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

others
(unknow n)

from
Annex A

  

Söllingen Geneva Zürich
0

5

10

15

20

25

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

Percentage of unknown words

4.3.1 Structure of controller’s utterance
The English used in the ATC environment should be a simple language of commands. This is
opportune as it is used by many non-native English speakers and there should be no place for
misinterpretation of messages. For this reason ICAO standard phraseology have been
formulated to eliminate possible ambiguities.

The base structure of an ATC instruction from a controller is:

“An aircraft” represents the call-sign part of the addressed aircraft. “Do something” is the
instruction or request for this aircraft. More than one instruction may be given to an aircraft

An aircraft do something
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at one single transmission. In an ACC (Area Control Centre) the instructions may be
classified under the following headings:

• transfer,
• level change,
• manoeuvre,
• clearance,
• report,
• cruising,
• speed,
• ident,
• miscellaneous.

The next graphic shows the frequency of these instructions. Their frequency and contend vary
by the sector structure.

instruction type (%) Söllingen Geneva Zürich
transfer 57.0 32.9 33.6

level change 16.8 28.4 25.9
manoeuvre 8.8 5.3 8.3
clearance 8.3 19.0 14.6

report 2.7 2.6 1.9
speed 0.3 0.2 0.1
ident 0 3.3 5.2

miscellaneous 2.9 3.8 4.8
negative 0.3 0.3 0.1

roger 2.2 3.0 4.4

Percentage of command type

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

transfer

level change

manoeuvre

clearance

others
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The number of instructions given in one controller utterance depends more or less on the
controller.

Nbr of instructions: Söllingen Geneva Zürich
one per utterance 89% 67% 73%
two per utterance 9.5% 20% 17%
three and more 1,5% 13% 10%

Number of commands per utterance

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Söllingen Geneva Zürich

one command

tw o commands

three and more

An example of an ICAO recommended message structure is shown in appendix ‘B’.
Controllers learn this phraseology during their initial professional training. With years of
practice human beings change their behaviour and only a small percentage of their
instructions are fully conform with ICAO recommendations.

Söllingen Geneva Zürich
Nbr of non-conform

utterance
1762 534 1520

Nbr of conform utterances 477 62 183
total 2239 596 1703

% conform utterances 21,3 10,4 10,7
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Utterances ICAO conform
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For the trials a grammar based on the ICAO recommendations were defined and implemented
in recognizer “B” (including multiple instructions - 2 max.). The problems created by a non-
respected grammar for the recognizer are known.

4.3.2 Manner of speaking
In general for speech recognition techniques three different manners of speaking are
distinguished:

• Discrete speech.
• Continuous speech.
• Spontaneous speech.

In discrete speech the speaker has to make a short pause between every spoken word, that the
recognizer may find word boundaries easily. This is a non-natural way of speaking. Mainly
used for dictation and ‘menu’ guided systems.

Continuous speech systems are close to natural speech and may be considered as being
analogous to a person reading text from newspaper. No pauses between words are required as
the system is able to find word boundaries itself. The systems used are adapted to this speech
technique.

Spontaneous speech is natural speaking between persons. That is to say mannerisms such as
repetition of words, broken words, broken phrases, hesitations, “mmm’s”, “ah’s” and others
speaking error’s are included.
Thus fare systems for spontaneous speech have not been available on the market. Some
systems however have built in features to eliminate hesitations and different kind of
“mmm’s” etc.
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As the recorded speech used for the experiments is a conversation between persons the voice
samples may be located between continuous and spontaneous speech. Approximately 10% of
the recorded utterances include such ‘errors’. It is obvious that the data used will reduce
recognition accuracy.

4.4 Optimisation of the recognizers
During the preliminary testing phase it was well observed that some words were almost never
recognised. Normally an optimisation of these words for the specific system is imposed. As it
was not possible to do this for all three systems (“C” factory generated vocabulary), non
optimisation (adaptation of phonetic transcription) of the vocabulary was effected.
Recognizer system parameters have been optimised by empirical testing using recorded
phrases.
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5. Results

5.1 Recognition delay-time
During the tests, for each utterance the time needed by the systems to provide its answer was
measured. The interval between the end of the PTT switch signal and the recognizer result
was available is given. How ever as the recognizer “C” was a ‘black box system’, it was not
possible to measure this interval. It seems to be the fastest of the three systems (estimated less
than 1 sec.) .

System “A” System “B” System “C”
Mean recognition time (ms) 6344 1215 estimated 1000

When recordings were retreated, a delay of ten seconds between each consecutive (in case of
pause longer as ten seconds only) message was made . With system “B” and “C” almost all
messages were recognised. How ever with system “A” an important part of the messages were
skipped. Original recordings were therefore used to achieve a higher percentage of utterances
treated by recognizer “A”. Nevertheless, over 33% of the messages were skipped. In these
cases, even on the original recordings the utterances were closer then the interval required for
recognition.

5.2 Word boundaries detection
English language has about 40-50 different phonemes. The systems classify input sounds into
these phonemes and by knowledge of the language model then word boundaries may be
detected by the recognizer systems.

A comparison between the number of spoken words versus of detected words for the three
systems is shown in the chart below:

number of words System “A” System “B” System “C”
spoken 32586 47753 47753

separated 38692 42723 38095
difference +18,7% -10,5% -19,4%

Separated words in relation 
with spoken words

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

System
A

System
B

System
C
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5.3 Recognition rate

5.3.1 General
To establish the recognition percentage only correctly recognised words, in the right order
were counted. As the number of words separated show large variation over the three systems,
two different recognition rates were calculated.

spoken
words

separated
words

correct
recognised

words

correct
recognised of all

spoken words

correct
recognised of
the separated

words
System “A” 33150 38972 8766 26,4% 22,5%
System “B” 48568* 42738 11280 23,2% 26,4%
System “C” 48046* 38652 18582 38,7% 48,1%

(*due to differences in start or end of tests)

System A System B System C
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

System A System B System C

General recognition rate

  

System A System B System C
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

System A System B System C

Recogn. based on separated words

The second value may be interpreted as a probability indicator for the recognizer systems.

5.3.2 Permitted words
The speech recordings used included words not known to the systems (up to 20% - see 4.3).
Words known by the three systems are shown in appendix A. The recognition result in
relation to words known by the system are shown in the following figure.

correct recognised of the spoken words
from appendix A

System “A” 29,7%
System “B” 26,1%
System “C” 43,6%
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System A System B System C
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Correct recognised of the spoken words 
from annex A

5.3.3 Female/ male voices
Based on the controller’s gender the following overall recognition rate were experimented:

System “A” System “B” System “C”
male 24,9% 21,1% 38,0%

female 28,8% 26,2% 39,6%

System A System B System C
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

System A System B System C

General recognition rate

male

female

5.3.4 Sector / mother-tongue/ nationality
The recorded speech of the sectors were coming from persons with two different nationalities,
Swiss and German. The Swiss controllers from Geneva and Zürich sectors were of different
native languages. Indeed the Swiss-German of the Zürich controllers is not in its self an
independent language, but it is at least a very strong dialect.

System “A” System “B” System “C”
Söllingen 26,0% 21,9% 40,3%
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Geneva 15,9% 15,4% 24,4%
Zürich 30,7% 27,3% 41,2%

System A System B System C
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

System A System B System C

Söllingen

Geneva

Zürich

5.3.5 Utterances - ICAO recommendations
Only a small number of utterances were in complete conformity with the ICAO
recommendations. Based on these utterances the percentage of the correctly recognised words
in these phrases were established.

words in
conform

utterances

words
separated

correct
recognised

words

correct
recognised of

all spoken
words

correct
recognised of
the separated

words
System “A” 4596 5925 1303 28,4% 22,0%
System “B” 5755* 5150 1768 30,7% 34,3%
System “C” 5831* 4698 2410 41,3% 51,3%

(*due to differences in start or end of tests)

System A System B System C
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General recognition rate 
(ICAO standard phraseology)
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5.4 Special condition experiments
At the end of the development phase of this test-bed application some additional specific tests
were executed which yielded quite different results. The software conditions for system ‘C’
remaining unchanged. For system ‘A’ and ‘B’ only 80 words were implemented, and in the
grammar of system ‘B’ permitted only one instruction per utterance (system ‘A’ - no
grammar).

Special voice recording were made under different ‘laboratory’ conditions:

• 50 ICAO conforming standard phrases prepared on paper;
• reduced vocabulary with 80 words;
• systems known words only;
• only one instruction per utterance;
• 7 EEC controllers were asked to speak these phrases for this special recording;

The recognition delay time of the three systems were very similar ( 0.8 - 1.1 seconds).

words in
conform

utterances

words
separated

correct
recognised

words

correct
recognised of

all spoken
words

correct
recognised of
the separated

words
System “A” 521 521 277 53% 53%
System “B” 521 510 439 84% 86%
System “C” 521 448 420 81% 94%

Special condition experiments 
(general recognition rate)
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

System A System B System C

  

Special condition experiments 
(recogn. based on separated words)
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40%
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80%
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System A System B System C

Remark:
The result of these experiments are given for informative purpose only.
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6. Conclusion
The focus of the comparative tests of these three recognition systems were not to verify
industry’s claims of recognition quality. To evaluate off-the-shelf recognizers under ‘real’
ATC (or at least as close to reality as possible) conditions was the major aim of this study. It
is obvious, that the test conditions represented perhaps the “worst case” for actual telephone
based recognizers. Manufacturers normally suggest to develop a clear dialogue as a basis for
new speech applications. In the ATC environment this is normally not possible, since the
dialogue already exists and may not be changed. The recognizer must therefore be adapted to
these conditions.

6.1 General
The tests showed advantages for ‘software only’ solutions. In today environment hardware
development is progressing rapidly and even very powerful DSP’s (Digital Signal Processor)
may be obsolete in short time. Only software solutions may benefit from these hardware
improvements.

6.2 Grammar
In general natural speaking follows known rules. Implementing such structures in recognition
devices improves the recognition process. Both methods (tree structure - system “B” and
stochastic word sequences -system “C”) show very similar performance under ‘ideal’
laboratory conditions (see 5.4 Special condition experiments).

Under real life aspects, the advantage of the stochastic method is evident.

The disadvantage of such a system lies in the need to train the system (creation of stochastic
database). It has to be noticed that system “B’s” grammar was compiled for a maximum of 2
recursive instructions. Sector Zürich and Geneva’s speech recordings have had at least 10%
of utterances with 3 or more instructions. An influence of the restricted grammar used could
not be detected, as the Söllingen sector with 1,6% of these cases (3 and more instructions per
utterance) shows no significant divergent comportment.

A new version of system “C” is expected to present the ability to handle word classes
containing words with the same statistical information, containing e.g. “AirCraft-callsign” or
“Navigation point”. Training could then be done with other simulation recordings.

6.3 Speaker’s effect
The tendency of the influence of speaker’s gender (female give better results) on all systems
is equal with a mean variation of 3,5%. System “C’s” behaviour is less accentuated in this
domain (variation 1,6%).
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A normalisation of the recognition results by eliminating the influence of the sex and
unknown words used brings no significant changes for all tested recognizers.

ICAO allows the use of French in ATC. The controllers of the Geneva sector spoke English
and French utterances during the exercises. This practice results in the large number of
unknown words (see 4.3) in the recordings. The reduced recognition quality of this sector
may be explained by the mixed use of English and French and /or by the more ‘southern’
native language of these controllers. During the ‘special’ experiments (see 4.3) with
controller’s of Belgian-, British-, Canadian-, Dutch-, German- and Irish-nationality no
significant variation of the results were detected. This theory may be proved by further
experiments.

Spontaneous speech includes hesitations, repetitions, etc. In the recordings used
approximately 10% (7,3% hesitation’s, 6,7% repetition’s) of the utterances include such a
aspects. System “C” claims to be able to treat hesitations. This may cause a reduction in the
number of separated words using this system (see 5.2).

6.4 Improvements
The recognition results showed that system “C” is far better than either system “A” and “B”.
Possible optimisation of these systems could also be considered. Compared to the two other
systems system “B’s” recognition is more likely to be improved by adapting the grammatical
structure from ICAO standard to that one used in real life.
System “A’s” recognition results (without grammar) are better as the results of system “B”
(with tree grammar) but the delay providing the results are unacceptable. The ‘special
condition experiments’ (see5.4) gave similar recognition delays for all systems. Reach this
hardware solution its limits? A new ‘software only’ solution is promised by the manufactory.

System “C” may be basically improved by further training. The manufacturer offers a new
version of this system in form of C++ library functions for experienced programmers to
develop an adapted application program, including a tool for the development of user specific
lexicons.

Major improvements for all systems should be expected by the fine tuning of the word pattern
(phonetic transcription) used by the recognizer. In this regard no special effort was made (see
4.4). In particular the fine tuning of airlines, navigation points etc. (with local - non English
pronunciation) could increase the recognition quality.

The recordings used represent controller’s speech to a human pilot with all possible human
nuances. It is well known that human speech change when they speak to an ASR (Automatic
Speech Recognizer). Hypothetically this may give better results.

6.5 Aspects for future applications
In any event it is not estimated that all these improvements will lead to results acceptable for
the use in the EEC ATC real-time simulation environment. Human understanding is not
based on the understanding of words alone. We have the knowledge of word, syntax and the
context to improve understanding. A recognizer application has to emulate as close as
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possible this behaviour. Words and syntactical knowledge can be built in state-of-the-art
recognizers. Semantic and pragmatic knowledge may be part of the application program
(artificial intelligence). For this purpose flight plan, time and other available information
should be exploited.

Tests under close to laboratory conditions (see 5.4) shows similar recognition quality for
‘tree’ based and ‘stochastic’ systems. In the case of an ATC training system a tree based
grammar could be an advantage in forcing the trainee to respect the ICAO recommended
words and syntax. For the EEC simulation environment, without any training aspect,
recognizer systems have to be more adapted to normal human aspects of speaking, with its
errors, repetitions, hesitations etc. Recognizers based on stochastic word sequences are
imposed for such environments.
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9. Appendix A

General words
a
able
above
action
advise
advised
after
again
ahead
all
alpha
altitude
and
approach
at
ATC
avoid
before
below
between
bravo
break
by
calling
charlie
cleared
clears
climb
contact
continue
control
correction
cross
cruise
decimal
degrees
delaying
delta
descend
direct
disregard
distance
east
echo
eight

eleven
even
expect
expedite
feet
five
flight
fly
for
four
foxtrot
frequency
from
further
go
golf
good
ground
heading
hotel
hundred
ident
identification
if
immediately
inbound
increase
india
information
juliett
kilo
knots
later
leave
leaving
left
level
levels
lima
mach
maintain
maintaining
make
maximum
mike

miles
minimum
minute
monitor
morning
navigation
negative
next
nine
niner
no
normal
north
november
now
o’clock
odd levels
one
or
orbit
oskar
over
own
papa
passing
per
planned
position
present
quebec
radar
radial
reach
reaching
ready
recleared
reduce
report
restrictions
resume
right
roger
romeo
route
say

separation
sequencing
seven
sierra
six
sixty
south
spacing
speed
squawk
stand
station
stations
stop
tango
ten
thousand
three
time
to
tower
traffic
turn
twelve
two
unidentified
uniform
until
via
victor
VMC
weather
west
when
whiskey
x-ray
yankee
your
zero
zulu
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Specific words

AC SIGN:

Adria
AeroLloyd
AirBerlin
AirCanada
AirLiberte
AirMalta
AirFrans
Alitalia
American
Austrian
Belstar
Britannia
Condor
CrossAir
EgyptAir
Finnair
FrenchLines
Germania
GulfAir
HapagLloyd
Iberia
JetSet
KLM
LaudaAir
LTU
Lufthansa
Luxair
Merair
Olympic
Sabena
Saudia
Scandi
SpeedBird
Speedway
Sunwing
Swissair
Topswiss
Tunair
Turkair
Ukay
United

NAV-POINT:

ageri
Aix
albix
aosta
arbos
Autun
banko
Bale
begar
Bern
bilsa
Dijon
dikmi
Dinkelsbuhl
ditor
Epinal
Frankfurt
Friburg
fusse
Geneva
giggi
harem
herbi
Hockwald
jamba
Karlsruhe
Kempten
kines
LaTourdePin
larvi
lason
lismo
lohre
lupem
Luxeuil
Lyon
Maastricht
manog
Milan
Munchen
Nattenheim
negra
Nice

Passeiry
rakos
rambe
Ramstein
Reims
Rhein
rocca
SaintPrex
Saronno
sospi
Strassburg
Tango
tekot
tonda
tovel
Trasadingen
Trezzo
Turin
Vincenza
Voghera
Willisau
Zurich
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10. Appendix B

The ATC language structure was built by coping all ACC relevant phrases from the ICAO
documents, sorting them into categories and finding significant common parts for same kind
of a simple grammar. So if the reader is missing utterances, this means only, there are no
example phrases for this case in the ICAO documentation.

The utterances are shown in tree-structure. Propose of this is to get a simple programmable
structure of valid controller phrases. It is evident that not all possible branches of a structure
will give meaningful utterances. Branches have to be read in a straight forward manner (left
to right). Real spoken words are in normal letters, expressions in brackets ‘<>’ are ‘variables’
(place holders) and have to be replaced by one or more spoken words of the adequate sense
(e.g. <AC-sign> may be replaced by a spoken “Lufthansa eight two six eight”).

Basic structure of a ATC utterance

<AC-call> <command>

(optional)

<command>

(optional)

Structure of <AC-call>

<AC-sign>

negative

roger

negative

roger

station calling

all stations
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Example of an instruction: Structure of <level-change>

climb
descend

climb and maintain
descend and maintain

maintain

stop

continue

expedite
when ready

expect
immediately

cruise

after passing
at

at

by

<nav-point>
<time>

<nav-point>

<nothing>

<nothing>

<flight-level>

<rate-nbr>

<unit-call-sign>

<flight-level>
<time>

minimum

maximum

to

to reach
above

until passing

<flight-level>

<nav-point>
<time>

<nav-point>

<flight-level> <flight-level>

to

until

between

passing

advised by

further adviced

<time>

at


